
BEST HANDWRITING APPS FOR SURFACE PRO 4

10 Best Windows Apps for Surface Pen Users in Take notes using the six writing tools, add pictures to your pages and
write over of the price, you can now get the full version â€” including some Pro tools â€” for free.

Shape recognition automatically creates recognizable shapes from freehand drawings. It is fast, simple, very
basic and also supports graphics from such programs as Paint. You like to take handwritten notes? This app
understands the sloppiest scrawl quite well and offers predictive text at the top of the window to let you tweak
its interpretation, or you can correct spelling directly on the text output. With iCloud, you can sync your
notebooks across all your iOS devices. Plumbago also offers elegant color palettes and papers. Sticky Notes
Remember the yellow sticky notes you use to leave a note on your fridge, or even on your laptop or PC so that
you can remember stuff, or remind someone to do something? You can choose from different backgrounds
such as lined-paper, black or white boards, and write your notes with your own finger, or a stylus pen. As you
begin to write, Mazec displays predictive suggestions and phrases to choose from so you usually don't have to
write out an entire word before the app completes it. What are the best handwriting apps for Windows 10? By
Jackie Dove, Contributing Writer June 3, pm EST MORE Shutterstock If you take notes by hand on your
mobile device â€” either with your finger or a stylus â€” you know there's no substitute for a solid handwriting
recognition app to make all your scribbles legible. Some of the apps are free, some operate with integrated
keyboards, while others have in-app purchases or fees, or rely on the MyScript AI handwriting recognition and
digital ink management engine. Looking for a different note taking app in Windows 10? The app is now
compatible with the iPad Pro and the second-generation Apple Pencil. New updates facilitate better
performance with math objects as well as overall improvements to note management. It works on Android or
iOS. Other tasks you can fulfill with the Scrble app include importing images, as well as import PDF
documents for annotating. Mazec intelligently detects your choices, learns specific phrases and even offers
emojis â€” if you write "emoji" or a recognized emoji category name. While there is no specific iOS version,
you can enable Google Handwrite in mobile Safari or Chrome to search with finger or stylus. This app, which
comes with the desktop version OneNote and universal application, is fantastic for creating to-do lists, projects
and organizing your thoughts and other information. You can import PDF and Word documents, and insert
images from the photos or camera app. OneNote is perfect to use as a collaboration tool as you can share your
notes with colleagues, family, and friends. The app also allows you to sync your notes across multiple devices
and store them with Microsoft OneDrive. The app offers a large assortment of pens, calligraphy pens, and
inks, graphics and layouts for writing and sketching. You can download Plumbago for free from the Microsoft
Store. The app is compatible with styluses from Wacom, Adonit and Apple Pencil. Nebo Nebo is a very useful
app that allows you to handwrite, draw, edit and format your notes quickly. You can adjust the smoothing
level according to your preferences and needs. You can choose font size, autoscroll area width, word spacing
and more. It is worth mentioning that you can download it for free until January 1st. It is now optimized for
iOS 12 and the third generation iPad Pro. You May Also Like. Handwriting recognition has been around for
decades, starting with the PalmPilot and the Newton MessagePad from the  You can personalize your piece of
digital paper , write on a white background, or add a grid. Here are the best apps to do that on Windows  You
can also convert and transport them as digital documents. Handwritten notes offer more flexibility, as well as
the opportunity to add a personal touch to your notes.


